
 

Title: Quantitative Biologist 

The Institute for Bird Populations (www.birdpop.org), a science-driven conservation non-profit, seeks a 

full-time staff biologist with strong quantitative skills to work primarily on projects related to our Sierra 

Nevada Bird Observatory (http://www.birdpop.org/pages/snbo.php). Position will provide opportunities 

to engage with land managers in pursuit of bird conservation, and to publish scientific research. The 

biologist will spearhead a new project analyzing bird monitoring data from off-road vehicle parks, and 

collaborate with staff on other diverse projects. Position requires sophisticated data analysis (see 

below), under mentorship from senior IBP staff and partners. Depending on interests and abilities, other 

tasks may include data analysis and reporting for other research and monitoring projects; conservation 

assessment and policy work for California birds; and fieldwork including training and supervision of bird 

monitoring crews working on a variety of projects in California’s Sierra Nevada.  

Required: 

Master’s degree in biological sciences or statistics 

Proficiency in R, ArcGIS, and database management  

Strong quantitative aptitude and skills; proficiency with GLMs and experience with (or commitment to 

learn) Bayesian hierarchical modelling and mark-recapture statistics 

Knowledge of land management and bird conservation issues in the western U.S., especially California 

Strong writing skills 

Willingness to travel frequently throughout California 

Proximity to the San Francisco Bay Area; telecommuting most days is acceptable, but position requires 

working in our Point Reyes Station office at least one day per week 

Also desired but not strictly required: 

Ability to identify California birds by sight and sound 

Experience conducting avian point counts, banding songbirds, and conducting other kinds of avian 

surveys 

Physical fitness commensurate with conducting rugged fieldwork in montane environments 

Desired start date: September 1 or as soon after as possible 

Starting Salary: $3100/month plus excellent benefits package and opportunities for future pay raises 

To apply: Please send resume, email addresses for at least two professional references, and (optional) 

up to two examples of scientific writing and/or data analysis to Rodney Siegel (rsiegel@birdpop.org) 
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